Voluntary wheel running delays brain atrophy in aged mice
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Abstract. BACKGROUND: Physical exercises have been shown to be a surprisingly effective strategy to take advantage of the brain’s natural capacity for plasticity, and prevent brain degeneration in mouse histological studies. In vivo magnetic resonance microscopy (MRM) provides highly resolved anatomical images and allows quantitative assessment of brain atrophy in the aged mouse model.
OBJECTIVE: The aim of the present study was to investigate, through the effects of 10 weeks voluntary wheel running, the mouse’s brain atrophy.
METHODS: Sixteen C57BL/6J mice, aged 21 months, were randomized to the exercise or sedentary group. Each mouse was scanned in a 7.0-T MRM scanner at two time points: 22 months old baseline and a follow-up three months later. Multi-atlas based brain segmentation approach was used to obtain volumes of 39 brain regions.
RESULTS: The results showed that mice in the exercise group had less brain atrophy compared with the mice in the sedentary group.
CONCLUSIONS: The results provide new insights into exercise induced brain plasticity in aged animals.
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1. Introduction

Aging is accompanied by structural and neurophysiological changes in the brain [1,2]. The brain shrinks with aging, and its atrophy is the major risk factor for memory loss symptoms and dementia [3–5]. Decline in cognitive function is associated with the progression of brain atrophy [6]. Some degree of brain atrophy occurs gradually with normal aging, and there is a progressive accumulation of brain tissue loss throughout multiple brain regions with advanced age [7,8]. Given the projected rapid growth in aged populations, age-related neurodegenerative disorders are dramatically becoming a major health issue in our society. For healthy old people, the delay of brain atrophy contributes to the prevention of subsequent cognitive impairment and age-related neurodegenerative diseases. Even though brain shrinkage is progressive, a growing number of researchers [9,10] believe that brain atrophy is by no means inevitable; the shrinkage can be slowed or even reversed. Given the projected vast financial and social burden of AD (Alzheimer Disease), an effective non-pharmacological strategy that may reduce or reverse brain degeneration is therefore, in great demand.
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Abundant data suggest that moderate levels of physical exercise broadly enhances brain health and brain function of aging [11,12] and diseased [13] populations. Exercise has been proposed as one of the best non-pharmacological strategies to antagonize age-related brain dysfunction [14]. Understanding how exercise can influence brain shrinkage in aged mice has potential value in understanding brain aging. A great deal of attention is being paid toward investigating the effect of exercise as a means of protecting and restoring the brain on rodent animal models. This could allow for isolating the effect of exercise on brain atrophy, as well as bridging the gap between animal and human studies. Our current knowledge on the evolution of brain atrophy during exercise is derived mostly from cross-sectional histological studies, reporting rat motor cortex thickness increases [15], rat motor cortex angiogenesis [16] and mouse hippocampus cell proliferation and neurogenesis [17]. Unlike studies with longitudinal design, those studies are incapable of directly gauging brain changes and individual differences. Magnetic resonance microscopy (MRM), applying longitudinal design, is increasingly recognized as a useful tool not only for its high resolution and noninvasive nature, but also as a possible candidate for tracking degeneration of brain structures with high precision and statistical power [18]. Several rodent MRM studies have shown the reversed regional atrophy patterns induced by exercise. In one study, Biedermann et al. [19] found the significant hippocampal volume increase in exercising mice using voxel-based morphometry. The advances in image registration have allowed us to utilize high-resolution in vivo 3D MRM in combination with multi-atlas based segmentation to investigate whether voluntary wheel running would induce atrophy-slowing effects for neuroprotection.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Animals

All animal experiments conformed to the guidelines for the use and care of laboratory animals, and the study was approved by institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of our University. Sixteen healthy C57BL/6J mice, aged 2 months [20], were used in this study. The mice were housed in standard plastic cages (L × W × H = 31 cm × 23 cm × 19 cm) in a clean, well-ventilated room at a temperature of 22 ± 2°C with 12-hour light/dark cycle, whereas water and food were freely available. Each cage contained a feeding station, water bottle and a shelter (10 cm × 10 cm × 6 cm). Upon arrival, all the animals were allowed to acclimate to the housing conditions for around four weeks prior to beginning of the test, with reduced handling and environment-related stimuli. The animals were randomly divided into two equal groups, exercise or sedentary, with each group contains eight animals. The body weights of the animals are shown in Table 1. Neither exercise nor sedentary group animals demonstrated significant weight changes over the experiment period.

The mice were scanned on 22 months old and a follow-up three months later on a 7T Bruker horizontal bore (Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany) Biospec 70/30 small-animal MRM System using a 72 mm-inner diameter linear birdcage coil for excitation and a four-element phased array surface coil for reception. Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (1%) with oxygen and air at a 1:3 ratio and
placed in an animal bed restraint system with bite and ear bars for head fixation. Temperature was maintained by a heating block. Coronal T2-weighted images of the mouse brain MRM were obtained with a standard 3D Cartesian Fast Spin Echo (FSE) using following imaging parameters: repetition time (TR) = 1800 ms, echo time (TE) = 40 ms, echo train length (ETL) = 8, flip angle = 90°, echo spacing = 10 ms, slice thickness = 1 mm and slices = 96. The matrix size was 300 × 170 for a field of view of 3.0 × 1.7 cm yielding an isotropic resolution of 100 microns.

2.2. Exercise training protocols

A running wheel was attached to one of the walls of the cage. Mice in the exercise group had continuous access to a running wheel (15.5-cm diameter aluminum wheel) in a standard cage individually. Wheel revolutions were wirelessly relayed via telemetry to a computer in the facility. To eliminate the effect of wheel climbing or physical activities, the sedentary group was housed individually in identical cages without running wheels. The number of wheel rotations and running time spent were recorded each morning.

2.3. Image Preprocessing

Bias field inhomogeneities in MRM is one of the major determinants of errors in atrophy estimations. Non-parametric non-uniform intensity normalization (N3) bias correction technique proposed by Sled et al. [21] (http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/software/N3/) was applied to correct heterogeneous signal intensity with optimized protocol [22]. Brain extraction is a critical step in neuroimaging analysis pipeline, a hybrid method that combines brain template and adaptive threshold approach [23] was applied to separates mouse brain from other non-brain parts such as skull or scalp. Since the research was performed in the Franklin-Paxinos space, T2 images were aligned to this space to facilitate multi-atlas based segmentation of the neuroanatomical structures.

2.4. Multi-atlas based segmentation

Automated segmentation of anatomical structures on MRM is important for quantitative analysis of structural brain changes. Optimized image registration based on Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS) toolbox was combined with multi-atlas model for mouse brain segmentation (Fig. 1) [24]. Briefly, each target image was first registered to a mouse multi-atlas [25] (http://www.bioeng.nus.edu.sg/cfa/mouse_atlas.html). Symmetric Normalization (SyN) registration algorithm using the ANTS deformation toolbox [26] was used with parameters appropriate for mouse brain registration [27]. The atlas is composed of five mouse brains; each of them was manually labeled into 39 independent neuroanatomical structures based on the histology atlas. Those 39 structures comprise large grey matter structures, smaller nuclei, white matter bundles and the ventricular system. Segmentations from five mouse atlases were propagated to target mouse brains for segmenting all target images. We use the majority vote for combining the labels from each atlas to the target image, which derive final labels for each voxel. The multi-atlas based segmentation described above had shown good performance in previous research [24,27].

3. Results

Video recordings from a night-vision camera showed that mice left and reentered the wheel again within minutes to continue using wheels. This indicates that voluntary wheel running may well be in-
Fig. 1. Schematic of multi-atlas segmentation methods.

Fig. 2. Distribution of voluntary wheel running bout length in 1 minute bins.
Fig. 3. Bias correction result of mouse brain MRM (from left to right: raw MRM image, corrected MRM image).

Intentional. The video also demonstrated that the wheels did not register further rotations after mice exited the wheel. Bulk of running occurred during the dark period. Mice made heavy use of running wheel, with thousand revolutions per day. The voluntary running activity was progressively increasing over the first two weeks and became more stable thereafter. Most of the mice showed a consistent intermittent running and resting pattern in dark hours. Daily running distances were calculated from the trial start time, in 24-hour periods. For 86% of the cases, they ran for less than 1 minute. The maximum duration of running is 14 minutes (Fig. 2). The average daily running distance for the mice was 4.6 ± 0.7 km, with a minimum of 3.67 km/day and a maximum of 7.32 km/day. The average speed of running was 1.5 ± 0.5 km/h, with maximum running speed 4.7 km/h.

Longitudinal MRM can be used to measure the progression of cerebral atrophy. Intensity inhomogeneity in MRM scans can make the measurement unreliable. From Fig. 3, we can find that N3 method with optimized protocol recovers the bias field in the mouse brain and thereby improved atrophy measurements.

From volumes of 39 brain regions generated from multi-atlas based segmentation, we found that nine regions (corpus callosum, lateral olfactory tract, motor cortex, somatosensory cortex, amygdala and hippocampus (CA1 region, CA3 region, dentate gyrus, and general region)) from the sedentary group showed a significant effect of aging, while only two regions (lateral olfactory tract and amygdala) from the exercise group showed a significant effect of aging (Fig. 4).

Here we further compared the atrophy in the somatosensory cortex for two groups. The mice in sedentary group had significant reductions in somatosensory cortex volume (atrophy 6.2 ± 2.6%, p = 0.000, one sample t-test), while the mice in exercise group did not have significant changes (atrophy 0.3 ± 1.6%, p = 0.63, one sample t-test), suggesting that little somatosensory cortex atrophy occurs over time for mice in exercise group. Exercise mice demonstrated a lower somatosensory cortex atrophy, compared with mice in the sedentary group (p = 0.000, independent sample t-test) (Fig. 5). Figure 6 presents the relationship of somatosensory cortex atrophy and average daily running distance. The atrophy in the exercise group is negatively correlated with diary running distance (r = −0.779, n = 8, p = 0.023, two tailed).

4. Discussions

The human brain shrinks with increasing age, but it is also capable of plasticity in late life stage. Physical activity is known to help maintain brain health and cognition and even have a neuroprotective...
Fig. 4. Change in the volume of mouse brain regions between two time points. From 1 to 39 are 39 predefined brain regions (http://www.bioeng.nus.edu.sg/cfa/mouse_atlas.html). Significant differences were found for some structures between two time points (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01).

The study was designed to determine whether voluntary wheel running would be involved in the enhanced brain neuroprotection of aged mice. In the course of our study, our experimental evidence indicates that: (1) After 10 weeks of voluntary wheel running, mice in exercise group had less atrophy regions compared with mice in sedentary group. Previous human study [30] has showed that neuron proliferation was not only in hippocampal tissue, but also was widely distributed across the cerebral cortex. This suggests that voluntary wheel running activity alone is an adequate stimulus for more widespread neuron neurogenesis. Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), as one of the most robust hallmarks of mammalian aging [31,32], is a key mediator [33] for neurogenesis. There is experimental evidence that restoring IGF-1 in older animals improves many aging-related neural changes [34]. Exer-
Fig. 5. Somatosensory cortex atrophy (expressed as a percentage change of baseline somatosensory cortex volume) for sedentary group and exercise group.

Fig. 6. The relationship of average daily running distance and atrophy of somatosensory cortex after 10 weeks of voluntary wheel running exercise.
Exercise increases the uptake of IGF-1 [35] from the bloodstream into various brain regions. Although the detailed mechanisms of the reduced brain degeneration remain unclear, it may be related to the attenuation of aging-related neuronal death [36] and the jump-start of hippocampus neuron proliferation [37].

(2) It is worth mentioning that not all intensity-associated stress levels show the same effects on neuroplasticity. The atrophy of somatosensory cortex was negatively correlated with the distance of wheel running. It suggests a complex relationship between motivation and adaptation of brain. A potential answer to this might be that individual differences in structural brain plasticity is influenced by non-shared environmental factors [38].

5. Conclusion

MRM has emerged as a useful tool for in vivo observation of mouse brain morphology changes that are attributable directly to voluntary exercise. In this article, we evaluated exercise-induced brain volume changes among aged mice using MRM as a surrogate marker, in combination with multi-atlas based segmentation. The results demonstrated neuroprotective effect of voluntary wheel running on the mouse brain, which has delayed neurodegeneration in the exercise group. The approach used in this study can provide disease modifying evidence for animal model of chronic neurodegenerative disease in the future.
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